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INTRODUCTION 
Quantitative inherited traits such as growth, are the result of accumulated effects attributed to 
diverse factors, including genetic and environmental effects, and the interaction between them. 
One of the difficulties encountered in measuring the response of a population under selection, 
is that of accurately partitioning the phenotypic change in genetic and environmental 
components. The selection program of the Experimental Station of Sertãozinho (SP), Brazil, 
used, amongst others, the methodology of means deviations from a control population to 
estimate direct and correlated responses to selection for yearling weight. Razook et al. (1998) 
and Cyrillo et al. (2000) reported that selection for yearling weight provided effective 
responses in the trait under direct selection and in others related to growth. However, Cyrillo et 
al. (2001) observed discrepant results in relation to the phenotypic trends of some body 
measurements, which presented decreasing average values during the latter years of the study, 
as opposed to the positive responses of the trait under direct selection. This study aimed to give 
continuity to the evaluations of correlated genetic changes on body measurements of Nelore 
cattle, as a result of selection for yearling weight. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
A total of 5050 records of Nelore animals born between 1978 and 2000 were used. The data 
included the information of two selection lines : selection (NeS) and traditional (NeT) which is 
an open line. Both lines were selected according to the maximum selection differentials on 
weights corrected for 378 days of age (males) and 550 days (females). A third line, the control 
(NeC) was selected for null differentials on the same traits. Details of the selection program for 
Zebu breeds of Sertãozinho were described by Razook et al. (1998). The traits studied were 
obtained either at the end of the performance test (PT) on males or at the end of the a grazing 
period in females. The traits obtained on males and females were : yearling weights (YW), 
corrected for 378 days in males, and for 550 days in females and hip height (HH) : measured as 
a straight vertical line from the front of the sacrum to the ground. The other traits, only in 
males, were chest girth (CG) : measured round the thorax ; body length (BL) : lateral 
measurement from the lower point of the shoulder blade to the tip of the ischium ; distance 
between hip bones (HB) : measured between the two front external angles of the hip bones ; 
and the scrotal perimeter (SP) : measured horizontally in the central portion, equivalent to the 
maximum perimeter of the scrotum. 
 
Estimates of the breeding values, heritabilities and genetic and phenotypic correlations were 
obtained from the bivariate animal model with YW, using the MTDFREML software 
(Boldman et al., 1993). The model for the analysis of YW included direct genetic and the 
permanent maternal environment random effects, and the fixed effects of year of birth, herd 
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and sex, combined to obtain a single identification for contemporary group, birth month and 
age of dam. A similar model was used for the HH trait, where birth month was substituted by 
the linear and quadratic effects of age at the end of PT. The remaining traits were analysed 
fitting the direct genetic random effect and the contemporary group effect without the sex, as 
well as the linear and quadratic effects of age at the end of PT. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1 shows the means, standard deviations, number of observations, heritabilities and the 
genetic and phenotypic correlations. The estimates of heritability for the traits YW and HH 
were moderate, and the remaining traits presented lower values, around 0.20 (BL) to 0.32 
(CG). These values are in agreement of those reported by Lôbo et al. (2000) for beef and dairy 
cattle in tropical regions. The genetic correlations between YW and the other body 
measurements were high and positive, showing that probably a linkage or the same alleles are 
responsible for the development of any part of the body and also yearling weights. Hanset et al. 
(1998), Lôbo et al. (2000) and Cyrillo et al. (2001) reported similar results. On the other hand, 
the genetic correlation between YW and SP was low (0.20), differing from 0.46 and 0.71 found 
by Bergman et al. (1994) and Cyrillo et al. (2001), respectively. The genetic correlations 
between body measurements were highly variable, especially with SP, which presented a 
maximum correlation of 0.37 with BL, and a minimum of –0.03 with HH. Most of the 
phenotypic correlations showed moderate to low values. 
 
Table 1. Number of observations (N), means ± s.d., heritability on diagonal, genetic 
correlation above the diagonal, and phenotypic correlation below the diagonal 
 

Trait1 N Mean ± sd YW HH CG BL HB SP 
YW (kg) 5036 284.7±43.2 0.44±0.03 0.75 0.67 0.76 0.75 0.20 
HH (cm) 3104 132.6±0.5 0.66 0.48±0.04 0.66 0.60 0.48 -0.03 
CG (cm) 1400 162.2±0.8 0.66 0.53 0.32±0.05 0.35 0.65 0.12 
BL (cm) 1402 125.5±0.9 0.44 0.40 0.35 0.20±0.05 0.47 0.37 
HB (cm) 1355 36.3±2.68 0.01 0.46 0.50 0.33 0.26±0.06 0.20 
SP (cm) 1293 22.9±2.89 0.23 0.19 0.27 0.21 0.19 0.31±0.06 

1YW: yearling weight; HH: hip height; CG: chest girth; BL: body length; HB: distance between hip 
bones; SP: scrotal perimeter. 
 
Figure 1 Shows the means of the annual breeding values (BV) by year of birth, for YW and the 
other body measurements. These graphics illustrate the direct and correlated changes during 
the selection process. The response of each trait was evident from the distinct behavior of the 
annual BV for the selected lines (NeS and NeT) and the control (NeC). The initial BV for YW 
for the NeC, NeS and NeT lines, were 0.45, 10.77 and 3.43 kg respectively, and after 4 
generations of selection, the corresponding values were 3.12, 48.61 and 50.20 kg (Figure 1a). 
These values corroborate with those found by Cyrillo et al. (2000), where the genetic trends, 
obtained from the absolute difference between the selected lines and the control, were 2.71 and 
3.08 kg/year for NeS and NeT respectively.  
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Figure 1. Means of the annual breeding values for Nec —o—, NeS — —, and NeT —∆— 
lines, for yearling weight (a), hip height (b); chest girth (c), body length (d), hip bones (e) 
and scrotal perimeter (f), by year of birth 
 
The remaining traits showed similar behavior, that is, slight oscillation of BV for the control 
population and a gradual positive change for the selected populations over the years. The HH 
trait (Figure 1b) showed changes of –0.64, 3.78 and 4.62 cm for the lines NeC, NeS and NeT in 
the period from 1985 to 2000. CG, BL and HB (Figures 1c, 1d and 1e) presented small 
negative changes of –0.62, -0.20 and –0.10 cm in the period from 1989 to 2000 for NeC, 
whereas in the same period, NeS and NeT showed positive changes, with greater values for 
NeT (1.85, 3.70 and 0.74 cm). The higher NeT breeding values for most of the traits can be 
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explained by the fact that this is an open line, that initially received bulls from other herds and 
eventually some bulls already used in NeS. Another reason could be its higher effective size. 
The genetic change of SP showed a more regular trend, with a positive change of 0.30 cm, for 
the NeS, and a non-linear (oscillatory) behavior, for the NeT and NeC lines. 
 
CONCLUSION 
This study showed that selection based on yearling weight individual performance promoted a 
positive genetic response for the trait under direct selection, as well as correlated responses for 
the body measurement traits. 
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